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Demonstrators hold a giant EU flag as they stage an anti-government and anti-corruption protest in front of the Romanian parliament in Bucharest
on Tuesday © AFP
Michael Peel in Bucharest FEBRUARY 22, 2018

Radu Mazare is a showman former Romanian mayor who has been on the cover of Playboy and
sparked outrage by wearing Nazi uniform to a fashion show. Now the former top official for the
Black Sea resort of Constanta has fled to Madagascar in the face of a corruption charge — and
has said he will return only when he stands a chance of a fair trial.

His case is part of an escalating battle over graft and governance in Romania that has embroiled
many of its leading politicians and the European Commission. Laura Codruta Kovesi, the
country’s anti-corruption chief, is under pressure; her supporters fear she is set to be ousted as
part of a government overhaul of the justice system. It has triggered street protests and shown
the limits of special EU checks on Romania since its EU accession in 2007.

Bucharest is part of an increasingly emboldened group of central European capitals — led by
Warsaw and Budapest — that are clashing with the commission over the rule of law. 

“It’s the political context,” Cristian Ghinea, an MP and vice-president of a new technocratic
centre-right party, said of the government’s moves. “You have [Hungarian prime minister
Viktor] Orban, you have Poland — you have the idea that the EU doesn’t have a real stick to
threaten these guys.”

The Romanian battle deepened late on Thursday when Tudorel Toader, justice minister, called
for Ms Kovesi to be fired for mismanagement alleged in a long-awaited official report into her
agency’s activities. The decision on the anti-graft chief's future now goes to President Klaus
Iohannis.
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Ms Kovesi has said her agency’s success in winning dozens of convictions against officials,
including ministers, former ministers and MPs, has sparked a “real assault” and “slander
campaign” by business people and politicians who want to undermine it.

A man holds an EU and a Romanian flag as protesters, eyes and mouths covered with black cloth, take part in a silent flash mob outside government
buildings in Bucharest to denounce the left-wing administration for backtracking on efforts to fight corruption in December © AFP

 
Jean-Claude Juncker, European Commission president, diplomatically alluded to the
controversy on Wednesday during a visit to Brussels by Viorica Dăncilă, who last month became
Romania’s third premier in just over a year.

Asked by the FT about the fears over the fate of the anti-corruption agency and its head, Mr
Juncker said: “We are watching very closely all the things which, to put it neutrally, have to be
looked at.”

The critical report on Romania’s anti-corruption
directorate is part of a wider overhaul of the
prosecution and judicial system that critics say
could stifle the pursuit of graft. Last month tens of
thousands of people rallied against the changes
while Mr Juncker, and Frans Timmermans,
European Commission first vice-president, also
raised concerns.

When the government tried to decriminalise petty
corruption offences a year ago, the biggest street
protests in Bucharest since the fall of communism
in 1989 forced an official climbdown. But as
authorities press the new proposals, some
Romanians are cynical about corruption they
believe has become entrenched under democracy.

We are watching very
closely all the things which,
to put it neutrally, have to
be looked at

Jean-Claude Juncker
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“We are watching the news as much as we can,” Aurelia Enache, a shop worker in Cojasca, a
village 50km outside Bucharest, said of the high-level fight over graft. “But maybe our opinion
doesn’t really matter.”

At the heart of the controversy is Liviu Dragnea, chairman of the ruling Social Democratic party
and widely seen as the architect of the justice system revamp. He denies wrongdoing in several
criminal cases, including a probe into road projects backed by €21m of EU funding — a case
launched late last year after corruption prosecutors received information from Olaf, the EU’s
anti-fraud body.

Mr Dragnea has sought to enlist EU institutions as allies as well as enemies: his lawyer says he
plans to challenge a previous conviction in Romania for electoral fraud at the European Court of
Justice, the Union’s highest court.

Some Romanian government critics say it has cleverly parlayed genuine concerns about the
legal system — including the provision of intelligence information to prosecuting authorities —
as a way to push through measures to curb judicial independence and protect politicians from
prosecution.

“They used the good changes to force through the bad changes,” said Dragoş Călin, a judge. “I
think they want to destroy the justice.”

Laura Codruta Kovesi, head of Romania's anti-corruption investigative body, the DNA © AFP

The Romanian dispute is the more striking because the country — along with Bulgaria — is
subject to special EU monitoring aimed at improving how they tackle graft. The measures are a
tacit acknowledgment of how weak the Union’s remedies are against any member state that is at
odds with Brussels in the sometimes subjective area of the rule of law and common values.

EU monitoring includes publication of an annual audit but the process lacks tough sanctions.
Even Romanian advocates of the surveillance say it might be reaching the limits of its
usefulness. 
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“It was terribly productive — to the extent that anything in Romania works, it works,” said Sorin
Ioniță, a policy analyst, said of the decade-old monitoring system. “What we suggest is to have
such a mechanism for every member state. We should have it for Greece, we should have it for
Italy, we should have it for many countries — even Germany.”

Another problem facing Brussels is the accusation that its officials are bossing elected
governments around. Șerban Nicolae, leader of the Social Democrats’ senate caucus, said the
criticism from top European Commission officials was a threat to the Romanian parliament —
and, by implication, the people. 

“Never in the democratic world should an executive body speak in such a manner against a
parliament, because the parliament in any civilised country represents the will of the people,”
said Mr Nicolae in an interview at the legislature, a palace built under Nicolae Ceausescu’s
dictatorship. “So we are representative of the Romanian people, good or bad.”

Liviu Dragnea, head of the Social Democratic ruling party, and the linchpin of the anti-corruption struggle © AFP

The rhetoric echoes that of fellow EU leaders such as Hungary’s Mr Orban, and Jarosław
Kaczyński, head of Poland’s Law & Justice party. Romania’s Social Democrats are less stridently
nationalist but have also proved adept at winning popular support.

The effectiveness of the Social Democrats’ election machine has been amplified by the scale of
general disillusionment with the political system. Turnout for the last parliamentary election in
2016 fell to less than 40 per cent.

Brussels does still have some other leverage over Bucharest — notably its eagerness to join
Europe’s passport-free Schengen travel zone, ideally by the time it takes the EU’s rotating
presidency next year. Romania’s periodic anti-graft protests are also a reminder that good
numbers of people still care about the behaviour of politians such as Mr Mazare.

“You can’t rule a country with corruption,” said Mihaela Vizante, a 21-year-old student chatting
with her friends at Bucharest university. “I don’t think they are all corrupt — but some of them
are. I think we deserve better.”
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